Official Announcement for Infinitus Token ICO Crowdsale Launch on GBX Grid

18th August 2018, Singapore –Official ICO Crowdsale Launch of INFINITUS TOKEN
– A Smart Designation Repository on the Gibraltar Blockchain Exchange Grid (GBX
Grid)
Be Prepared . Take Control
Infinitus Token is a blockchain based decentralised mobile app (dApp) It allows you
to store encrypted digital data such as private keys, passwords, recovery seeds,
pincodes or any alphanumeric data on a decentralised network. Upon a
predetermined triggered event, your private data will be transferred to a designated
receiver.
Infinitus works by fragmenting, replicating, encrypting, and distributing your private
data across the blockchain network. INF uses the Ethereum Smart Contract with the
File System Distributed Ledger Technology (FSDLT) across a decentralised network
via the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS/IPNSS) protocol.
The INF mobile app is a decentralized application (dApp) that is designed for both
iOS and Android smartphones.
A Must-Have Application for Every Cryptocurrency Wallet Owner!
Every cryptocurrency user needs a wallet to store their crypto assets. Infinitus (INF)
is an accessible and user friendly mobile app that complements all your existing
cryptocurrency wallets- web-based, mobile, hardware, desktop and paper.
Infinitus Token solves a problem that has been plaguing the crypto community for a
long time. With the burgeoning growth and massive adoption of cryptocurrency
globally, we believe that the listing of INF Tokens on GBX will provide every
cryptocurrency user in the world access to the INF Smart Designation Repository
services on our mobile app. the crypto community. INF is set to be one of the most
promising companies to look out for in 2018.
Visit www.infinitustoken.io to find out how to purchase your INF Token on the GBX
Grid.

About Infinitus
Before Infinitus, losing your key meant saying goodbye to your crypto wallet and
whatever it was storing. And solving this issue was what led the INF team to come up
with a blockchain-based storage application that would eliminate this very frightening
prospect. Allowing users to encrypt and store a variety of alphanumeric data on a
decentralized network securely, Infinitus also ensures that only the designated
recipient is able to access it upon a predetermined inactivity trigger.
To find out more about Infinitus Token, visit our social media sites below:
Official Website: https://infinitustoken.io
Twitter: https://twitter.com/InfinitusToken
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Officialinfinitustoken/
Telegram: https://t.me/infinitustoken
Telegram Announcement Channel: https://t.me/infinitustoken_ANN
Medium: https://medium.com/
Bitcointalk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=4459629.0
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/infinitustoken/
Github: https://github.com/InfinitusToken/InfinitusToken

